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Chapter 232 Preston slaps himself in the face!  

Before the CP fans were happy, passers–by flocked to Preston Twitter to dissuade them.  

“Childe King, please be sober, this woman is not a good thing!”  

“She is ungrateful, and she lost her position after using sugar daddy. Don’t be fooled by her!”  

She is a female cousin! Participate‘ Before love‘, he played with the bald man on the sofa.”  

“If you don’t believe me, watch this video!”  

Netizens‘ reaction made Hedy and Preston frown, and they clicked on the video to watch.  

The content of the video is unsightly.  

The heroine’s face made Hedy’s eyes flash, “Al face change.”  

In her previous life, when she was still working for the organization, she knew about this aspect, but the 

technology was not yet mature at that time.  

“The man behind the scenes has a good brain.” Preston praised, but a murderous look flashed in his eye

s.  

The outside world has always been curious about the source of Hedy’s strength.  
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This Al face–changing video just “confirmed” everyone’s  

guess.  

Even more ingeniously, as of today, the public in the USA is still unaware of the existence of Al face–

changing.  

“It’s a pity they don’t know about my relationship with you.” Preston sneered.  

He opened his notebook and did two things.  

The first thing is to ask Aiden to use all means and the fastest speed to find this bankrupt rich businessm

an who is tired of working.  

Second thing, he writes long tweets himself.  

He first mentioned the matter of Hedy saving his grandfather, which was the starting point for him and 

Hedy.  

Lowell High School’s on–campus video confirms that he went to Lowell High School.  

Secondly, he mentioned that in the name of Leo, he tipped 50 

million when Hedy competed for the best female escort in BiTu Gaming.  

He then blew himself up in a “Sam” vest. Who is  



Sam? It was Hedy’s queen photographer and editor when he “educated”  

May, the first sister in the dance area of Station C! Then, he took out the sealed video of Hedy leaving th

e Chess  
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Building with his arms bleeding profusely when Hedy won the “Double Master” of Chess and Go.  

He took this thing away at the beginning, fearing that it would cause unnecessary trouble to Hedy after i

t was announced.  

Then, he took a screenshot of the email he sent to the dean of the Academy of Sciences.  

The dean of the Academy of Sciences also saw the hard- core science and technology novel written by H

edy through Preston’s matchmaking, and he was willing to promote it, helping Hedy achieve dimensiona

lity reduction, and won the first place in the “Autumn Cup” online essay competition.  

Then again, he took out Hedy’s support video for Hedy’s participation in the “Bright Star” draft.  

Unlike the faceless video back then, this time, it was the faceless version.  

And then, and then, the sensational “Hedy, I got it wrong, let’s go home” apology.  

Preston added,  

“She and I have walked together from acquaintance to love to cohabitation. There are traces to be foun

d. There is no such thing as a sugar daddy. The  

resources she gets are all what she deserves.”  

Finally, Preston took out The new progress of Al face-  

changing abroad, and the demonstration video of Al face- changing. Netizen A asked excitedly on Twitte

r, “Childe King, is it convenient to tell us who you are chasing  

whom?”  

“Did you join the variety show because you were worried that Hedy would be kidnapped in ‘love‘?”  

Preston, “Yes, I was sick at the time, and she saw me, angry at me for not taking care of my body, and sh

ut me out ”  

Netizen B, “ohhhhhh!”  

Netizen C then asked, “Living together? Are you together  

now?”  

Preston, “She’s on my bed.”  

Netizen C, “ohhhhhhhhhh!”  

Hit, not to mention cp fans are full, passers–by are also full!  



After envy, shock, and jealousy, everyone also thought of the Al face–changing video.  

Thoughtful netizens pondered for a while, and left a message, “Before the perpetrator framed Hedy, he  

certainly didn’t expect the man behind Hedy to be Childe King.”  

They began to be curious about the follow–up  

development.  

With how precious Preston is to Hedy, it is impossible to let  

go of a man who slanders his woman’s reputation in such a low–handed way.  

Follow–up progress is also coming soon.  

Aiden leads people, and catches a drunk and disheveled. bankrupt rich businessman and his hostess in t

he box of a nightclub.  

At first, the couple pretended to be confused.  

Aiden nodded, indicating that he understood, then punched and kicked, and released a “big memory rec

overy technique” on the physical level.  

The two woke up and truthfully brought out what they had committed in front of the camera.  

They mentioned Vivian.  

Even the bank card used for the transfer is Vivian ‘s personal account.  

“Cousin, save me!” Mona’s family villa, Vivian grabbed Mona ‘s arm, her face was as pale as death!  

The two of them wanted to see Hedy’s reaction and jokes.  

But the direction of the matter was completely beyond their expectations!  

Who the hell would have thought that Hedy and Childe King would have lived together a long time ago!  

“Cousin, your grandfather and Childe King’s grandfather  

are comrades in arms. If 

you speak for me, Childe King will definitely forgive me! Save me!” Vivian was shaking.  

Mona shook her head expressionlessly.  

She couldn’t let Childe King have a bad impression of her.  

“Mona!” Vivian roared in a low voice, “We did this together, don’t try to clean yourself up, and don’t thi

nk about it if I’m caught!”  

Vivian, even if I intercede for you, can I How?” Mona’s eyes were fierce,  

“Mona’s family can’t compare to 

King Family, even if I come forward, it won’t change anything, you will still lose your career, or even go t

o jail, and you can only act like an ordinary person for the rest of your life.” Vivian’s  



expression changed whiter. What  

Mona said was true.  

Either way, her career was over.  

“However, if you are willing to take on this matter alone, I guarantee that you can live happily even if yo

u lose your career.” Mona handed Vivian a black card,  

“You should know that a direct granddaughter of a first- class family can get How much will it cost?”  

Vivian was stunned.  

After a long time, she took Mona ‘s black card. As soon as it  
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was put away, the police opened the door and took away  

Vivian who was silent.  

An hour later, the police issued a notice and Vivian. admitted what he had done.  

Because this was the first Al face–

swapping incident in the United States, which caused quite a bad impact, Vivian was sentenced to one y

ear in prison.  

With the arrest of Vivian, all the marketing accounts that only want money and shame have also been re

ctified.  

They publicly apologized, said they received money from Vivian’s team, and posted the following news.  

This “following” includes Vivian hyping that she wants to join love Variety Show 

without the consent of “love“.  

Being declined, she was quite confident, thinking that Hedy robbed her resources 

by relying on sugar daddy.  

Actually, Hedy didn’t grab it.  

“love” is also really innocent.  

Vivian’s character set completely collapsed.  

Vivian’s fans, fled.  

Mona is safe and sound.  

When the media mentions Vivian, they also mention Mona,  

which means that the cousin is very bad, unlike her cousin,  

a figure skating women’s singles athlete who wins glory for the country, so different.  



On Hedy’s side, he heard the system beep.  

[Ding! Trial mission released. ]  

[Trial task 16, Participate in the Winter Olympics and win the gold medal in the women’s figure skating si

ngles! ]  

Chapter 233 Challenge, a field that has never been set foot!  

This task made Hedy stunned for a moment.  

She started searching the Internet for when the USA Olympic Winter Games will be held.  

The specific time is three months later.  

The venue is the newly built Winter Olympics venue.  

Preston leaned over, glanced at the information on her phone, and his voice was a little surprised, “Do y

ou want to participate in the women’s figure skating at the Winter Olympics?”  

Hedy nodded, “Yeah.”  

The entry list is basically confirmed.” Preston frowned slightly with his delicate and superior eyebrows.  

“Is there no other channel?” Hedy also frowned.  

Different from the previous fifteen trial tasks.  

She didn’t understand or understand the trial mission this time.  

“Yes.” Preston thought for a moment, and replied in a low voice,  

“Athletes have four paths to qualify for the Olympics.  

First, participate in the Olympic qualifying rounds and get a place  

In global competitions, the annual accumulative points ranking is above the standard line.  

The third is the invitation seat of the tripartite committee.  

The fourth is the selection by the host.”  

After hearing this, Hedy frowned further, “First and second, I didn’t participate, the third tripartite com

mittee, which three parties are you referring to?”  

She has never participated in the qualifying competition for the Winter Olympics.  

Also did not participate in international competitions, have enough points.  

Preston, “For the event you want to participate in, the tripartite means the International Olympic Organi

zing Committee, the USA Olympic Organizing Committee Federation, and the 

International Figure Skating Federation.  

If you can get a tripartite invitation from them, you can participate in the Winter Olympics But.  



as far as I know, the invitation list of the tripartite committee has already been filled out, and no one can

 be  

added.” ”  

Then there is only one last way.” Hedy turned 

to look at the handsome man beside him, “The host chooses to send  

What do you mean?”  

“As the host 

of the Winter Olympics, the host has a recommended quota, which is usually recommended by the even

t association. For example, if you want to participate in the women’s figure skating singles, you can reco

mmend it through the figure skating association.” Preston glanced at the date, “Guaranted  

quota 

You haven’t come out yet, joining the Figure Skating Association and being recommended by the Associa

tion is the only way for you to participate in the Winter Olympics.”  

Without further ado, Hedy got out of bed and got dressed, “I’ll go to the Figure Skating Association.”  

Preston followed and got out of bed, asked her in a magnetic voice, “What kind of ranking 

do you want to get?”  

The Winter Olympics is not a child’s play.  

Those who can participate in the Winter Olympics are the strong players in the world in a certain event.  

Not a school, not a city, not a province, nor a small website competition.  

Hedy spoke calmly, “Women’s singles champion.”  

Preston’s eyes flashed, and his thin lips raised, “Are you also this good at figure skating?”  

Hedy’s eyes gradually became serious, “I don’t know how to figure skating.”  
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Preston paused as he straightened his clothes, a “?” slowly appeared above the head.  

“Although I don’t know how to do it, I can learn. I still have three months” Hedy lowered his eyes and sp

oke firmly.  

New missions are a challenge.  

Challenges from unknown territories.  

“So this legend is that beginners practice for three months, and then participate in the Winter Olympics 

and win 

the championship? No novel dares to write such a thing.” Preston’s celestial face flashed a narrow smile.

  

“Do you think I can’t do it?” Hedy pursed her lips.  



“No, I think you can do it, I’m just curious about the reaction 

of the public.” The smile on Preston’s lips became more and more enchanting.  

His judgment is not because of his “blind trust” in Hedy, but the result of analysis based on reality.  

Figure skating is a highly difficult sport that combines competition and art.  

A qualified figure skater needs to have excellent strength quality, speed quality and endurance quality.  

At the same time, balance, flexibility, and coordination are also required.  

Considering that figure skating is a skill sport with a high risk factor, athletes also 

need to have sufficient memory,  

observation, attention and imitation abilities mentally.  

All of the above, as a powerful killer, Hedy possesses all of them.  

She has inherent advantages, only acquired practice and hard work.  

And the last thing Hedy needs to worry about is practice. and hard work.  

How tough she is, he has seen many times.  

half an hour later.  

Aiden drove, carrying Hedy and Preston, to the Figure Skating Association.  

The Figure Skating Association is an ice skating rink built in the outskirts.  

The Winter Olympics is approaching, and there are several association members practicing movements 

on the ice rink.  

Because figure skating and art are closely related, it is a highly appreciated sport, and the members of th

e association are also talented and beautiful, and they belong to the existence of gods and goddesses.  

Under the leadership of the staff, the two came to the office of the president of the association.  

The president is a man, wearing a suit, in his fifties, capable  

Dane, with his legs crossed, his face calm and calm, “I can invest in an ice rink.”  

Figure skating is not a well–known sport in the USA, and the establishment of venues also costs money.  

For basketball halls, badminton halls, etc., once the courts. are built and the equipment is 

bought, it is enough.  

As for the ice rink, just a refrigeration equipment needs 5 million.  

Such a high amount limits the number of ice rinks in the USA and directly affects 

the national enthusiasm for figure skating.  

No one wants to skate across cities or even across provinces in their spare time, right?  

With less contact with the public, their descendants will naturally know less about figure skating.  



These current conditions limit the development of USA figure skating.  

But Dane didn’t like Preston’s set, he snorted coldly, and said displeasedly, “Mr. King’s kindness is appre

ciated, but rules are rules and cannot be changed.”  

He looked at Hedy with a hint of disdain.  

The Figure Skating Association serves competitions, not a playground for the rich, no matter how rich th

ey are! 

Chapter 234 Dane doesn’t like Hedy  

Dane is preconceived, thinks Hedy is not a good thing, and only thinks of relying on rich men to get thro

ugh the back door, which is really a shame for women.  

In order to please women, Preston used money to trample figure skating competitions, which made Dan

e feel even more unhappy.  

Preston, as if he hadn’t heard of it, raised his stake, “Two ice rinks.”  

Dane slapped the table and stood up, every wrinkle on his face was gathering anger,  

“Mr. King, what do you think of the figure skating association?”  

The man smiled, “Five ice rinks.”  

The president clenched his fists, “What do you think of me,  

Dane!” The man nodded, “Ten ice rinks.”  

The president gritted his teeth, “I am a man of principle!”  

The man He said lightly, “Fifteen ice rinks.”  

The president stopped him, “I, Dane, starved to death. today, even if I jumped from here, I fell to my dea

th, and I will never let you use money to humiliate me and the Figure Skating Association.”  

Twenty ice rinks, forget it if you can’t.” Preston stood up resolutely, and put Hedy’s shoulders in his arms

, “Let’s go, go home.” Seeing that  

the two of them were about to go out, Dane blushed and said hesitantly, “Stop, stop.”  

Preston paused, and a smile flashed across his face, “Is there anything the president can do?”  

“Twenty to twenty ice rinks, not one less, agreed.” Dane ‘s mind is all about construction The money nee

ded for 20 ice rinks.  

Do not ask.  

The question is that happiness came too suddenly.  

With so many ice rinks built, the national interest in figure skating will increase to a degree.  

In the future, USA’s figure skating strength will also improve visible to the naked eye.  



“That’s not good.” Preston frowned, reluctantly, “The president is a person with principles.”  

The president explained, “I have more flexible principles.”  

Preston shook his head, “But I can’t use money to humiliate you and The Figure Skating Association…”  

The president was anxious, “How can this be called humiliation? This is called the supreme concern full o

f humanitarianism and sportsmanship!”  

Preston looked at 

Hedy, and said in a worried tone, “Then who will teach my girlfriend figure skating? What?”  

“I’ll teach!” the president made a final decision, and promised with a wave of his chest, “I promise!” ”  

That’s really great.” Preston showed a gentle and kind smile.  

Hedy next to him, “…” Preston’s plan, definitely from the very beginning, is to let  

Dane, who looks down on her, teach her figure skating himself…  

“Ms. Ellis, come, fill in the membership application.” Dane handed Hedy a application form.  

After filling out the form, Dane stamped it and went out.  

Before going out, he turned back and patted Preston on the shoulder,  

“Evil capitalist, I just pretended, in fact, the association is not that conservative, most people can get me

mbership if you donate an ice rink, you are so generous, I respect you I don’t know how to praise you.”  

to be an old fox.  

was relieved, took Preston’s silence into his eyes, hummed a ditty, limped out of the office.  

His disability was caused by falling on the ice rink.  

The dangers of figure skating are by no means literal.  

“Tell me, you’re not afraid of my repentance?” Preston felt that Dane was a little bit interested.  

“Mr. King doesn’t seem like someone who cares about this little money.” Dane left without looking back.

  

“It seems that he made a move.” Preston sat down and propped his forehead, with a helpless tone.  

Usually when he negotiates, he will ask people to investigate the information of the negotiating object i

n advance.  

This incident happened suddenly and there was not enough understanding.  

“Sorry.” Hedy came over, “I can take the money for the 20 ice rinks myself.”  

Black Gang has been expanding, and the nightclub under its name has also been making money.  

Although she didn’t ask carefully, sooner or later she would be able to raise enough money 

for twenty ice rinks.  



“No, it’s only natural to spend money on your girlfriend.” Preston chuckled,  

“If you don’t spend it on you, why don’t you let me go out to raise a little lover?”  

”  

Hedy knew he was joking, so she didn’t get angry, she just frowned and shook her head, “This There are 

too many”  

An ice rink is nearly ten million.  

Twenty ice rinks, nearly 200 million,  

Preston pulled his little girlfriend into his arms, pecked her red lips, and frowned,  

“If you feel sorry for me, I will bring you back a gold medal.”  

Hedy raised his small face, his eyes were clear and firm, “I will.”  

“Go practice.” Preston let go of Hedy.  

After Hedy left, he took out the vibrating cell phone.  

The caller was the son of Preston’s grandpa’s brother.  

Preston, we will never allow you to be with Hedy. Your marriage partner must be a wealthy family. She i

s not worthy  

!”  

Preston stood in front of the window, with one hand in his pocket, facing 

the wind, and said in a cold voice, “You have no right to order me.” ”  

You-  

Without waiting for the other side to speak, Preston unilaterally hung up the phone.  

The former Winter Olympic champion lived here because. he sold his house in the 

city to build an ice rink.  

He loves figure skating and is willing to contribute to USA figure skating.  

Fortunately, his wife is also a female figure skating player who also loves figure skating and 

can understand and support his decision.  

At night, Dane was so excited that he couldn’t sleep, his mind was full of the excitement of slaughtering 

a fat sheep.  

He flipped through the map of provinces and cities in the USA, wondering where the twenty ice rinks sh

ould be built.  

After initially choosing the location, he frowned again, thinking of Hedy practicing on the ice rink.  

Originally, he wanted to continue acting and cheat Preston.  



Unexpectedly, Preston suddenly stopped raising the chips, so he could only give up. In order to appease 

Preston, he had to teach Hedy himself.  

“What a hassle,” Dane muttered.  

Soon, he frowned again.  

Figure skating is a sport that looks very pleasing to the eye, but actually is very dangerous and hard.  

A delicate girl like Hedy must not persist 

for a few days, and after three minutes of heat passes, she will leave in despair.  

234 Dane doesnt like Hedi  

At that time, hey, he’s going to prostitute 200 million USD for nothing!  

Dane fell asleep happily.  

The next day, full of energy, I took the bus to the Figure. Skating Association before dawn.  

The voice of the person on duty at the door was respectful, “Good morning, president!”  

The president is the first one to come every day.  

“Good morning.” Dane nodded.  

The weather was already cold, and the air he breathed out condensed into white mist.  

He looked up and found that the lights in the ice rink were on, and his face turned cold,  

“I didn’t turn off the lights last night? you didn’t pay attention? Do you know 

how much money this will waste?  

“Know that firewood, rice, oil and salt are expensive!  

“This…” The officer on duty handed Dane a card, “Ms. Ellis insisted on practicing inside, 

and said that she would pay for the electricity and venue usage fees.”  

It wasn’t that he didn’t notice that the lights on the ice rink were on, but that someone I practiced late in

 it, woke up very early, and continued to practice.  

“Ms. Ellis? Hedy?” Dane looked surprised.  

“Two hundred million” so early, have you practiced in it?  

Okay, the heat in these three minutes is quite high.  

Most importantly, return the money.  

With money, everything is easy to negotiate.  

Dane put the card in his pocket, hummed a little tune, and walked towards his office.  

If you want to go to the office, you need to walk half a circle around the ice rink.  



He casually glanced at Hedy on the ice rink, and slowly lifted his drooping eyelids.  

In the ice rink, “two hundred million” can already slide and turn normally, as smooth as silk.  

But figure skating is not just about sliding and turning.  

She is like this, at best, she can only be regarded as ice skating.  

Hum–  

his phone vibrated.  

The people from the USA Olympic Organizing Committee  

knew when he was going to work, so they called him,  

”  

Dane, have you 

considered who the Figure Skating Association will send to the Winter Olympics this year?”  

Dane returned to the office and closed the door. Come to  
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the door, observe the butterfly chrysalis I raised in the office, and replied,  

13:40 Voucher  

“I plan to hold a competition in two months, and select the member with the highest total score. Judgin

g from the current strength, the women’s singles should be number one here, and the men’s singles sho

uld be number one….  

Butterfly raising is his hobby.  

In his eyes, butterflies are the same as figure skating.  

Most butterflies live only one month or less.  

The career of a figure skater is only those years.  

Butterflies need to work hard to break out of their cocoons and become butterflies.  

Figure skaters also need to work hard to bloom.  

Butterflies are beautiful.  

Figure skating is also beautiful.  

The same short, the same cruel.  

I hope that the butterfly chrysalis I raised can break out of the cocoon smoothly and survive.  

After the phone call, Dane got into a busy working state.  



In addition to basic official duties, he also hoped 

that the 20 ice rinks could start work earlier, and they were so busy all day that they never stopped.  

11  

“President, it’s time to get off work.” The secretary reminded.  

“You go back first, don’t worry about me, I’ll leave after I finish my work.” Dane rubbed his sore eyes.  

When he finished the staged tasks, it was dark outside the window.  

When he walked out of the office, he heard the sound of skates rubbing against the ice.  

Looking for the sound, “two hundred million” was alone, practicing inside.  

She is still practicing front stepping and turning, and her speed is much faster than in the morning.  

“Fat Sheep” Preston was watching, and his special assistant Aiden was holding some dinner and cakes.  

Hearing the door open, Preston looked up, meeting Dane ‘s gaze. Alarm bells were ringing in  

Dane’s head.  

Oops, this guy wouldn’t want to ask him why he didn’t teach his girlfriend Hedy, would he?  

Although Preston’s money, he slaughtered very well.  

But he was also afraid of the power of the King Family, afraid that Preston would really do it.  

Chapter 235  

In an instant, Dane found many reasons.  

Preston looked away, didn’t pay attention to him, and continued to watch Hedy practice.  

Dane let out a breath and left in horror.  

On the other side, Aiden asked in a low voice, “Childe King, don’t I need to remind President that he has 

taken the money, so should he fulfill his obligations?”  

Dane didn’t teach Ms. Ellis anything.  

“No.” Preston’s thin lips parted slightly.  

He checked Dane.  

This elder was really ruthless when he slaughtered money, but he was really dedicated to USA figure ska

ting.  

As an athlete when I was young, now as a president.  

The reason why he hates businessmen is also very funny and helpless–

it is too expensive to build an ice rink.  



The prices of some materials, which are cheap in themselves, were hyped up to unreasonable prices by t

he merchants, and he was extremely angry and helpless.  

Dane has another advantage, Cherish talent.  

Chapter 236 I’ll bet that Hedy’s fans don’t have a high IQ.  

Dane just paused for a while, then returned to his office and continued to work on the matter at hand.  

At noon, he notified all men and women of the right age in the Figure Skating Association by means of a

n  

announcement,  

two months later, the association will hold a competition in the United States, and the member with the

 highest total score will be eligible to be selected by the host to  

participate in the men’s/women’s singles at this year’s Winter Olympics People slip.  

For a while, everyone was very excited, especially the members in the ice rink of the association.  

Several girls gathered next to a phoenix–

eyed girl in her twenties who was wearing a black dress and her hair was coiled behind her head,  

‘The men’s singles side is not bad in strength, and there will probably be a fierce battle.”  

‘Women’s singles is different. Summer has the highest  

evel, the total score must be the first, and he will definitely be selected!” ”  

And Summer seems to be the first person here who can ump around!”  

Chapter 237 Hedy’s talent shocked Dane.  

Thanks to the sneak shot, the video of Hedy’s freestyle wrestling successfully reached the bottom 

of the Twitter hot search list.  

After the official announcement with Preston, Hedy has completely become a “hot search physique“.  

Mona, who had just come off the training rink at the base, took a sip of water, clicked on the trending vi

deo, and spewed it out with a “poof“, her eyes were full of sarcasm.  

Hedy can understand figure skating too?  

After a brief rest, Mona ‘s male coach put his arms around his chest and shouted in full spirit, “practice q

uadruple jump again.” The Winter Olympics is coming soon, and  

quadruple jump is a bonus event. You need to practice more quadruple jump to reduce 

The chance of a game  

error.  



“Yes.” Mona’s 

mobile phone was blacked out, and she slid into the ice rink. After a few slides, the blade touched the ic

e, and she charged up to take off and spin.  

Boom.  

Summer landed at home.  

She is practicing an aerial twist for a land jump.  

or talant shocked Dane  

Land practice is an essential part of figure skating and is of great help to jumping on ice.  

“if you don’t eat, the food will be cold.” Summer ‘s mother knocked on the door.  

“Here we come.” Summer went to the bathroom to wash her face, and the girl in the mirror, was full of 

unwillingness,  

“It would be great if President could teach me.”  

She is not a player of the national team and does not have a professional coach. If President  

Dane, the former men’s singles 

gold medalist, can teach her, she will definitely improve by leaps and bounds.  

She also asked President to teach her, but the president  

refused.  

He said he had a disabled leg, was unable to teach by example, and was busy.  

“Winter Olympics, Winter Olympics, Winter Olympics…” Summer murmured stubbornly, not paying atte

ntion to what was under her feet, and fell down unexpectedly.  

Snapped.  

Hedy, who was trying to spin, fell on the ice and had a sore knee.  

The necklace around his neck hangs in the air.  

The necklace was a gift from Cooper and Preston.  

She lightly held it in her palm, then let go, and got up to continue practicing.  

-The  

next day, it was still dark.  

Dane is as steady as an old dog, taking a two–hour bus to the association to go to work on time.  

Hedy is also as steady as an old dog, practicing on the ice rink. She told  

Dane with practical actions that she is not a three–

minute hotness, and she did not take figure skating as a joke.  



Dane completely restrains prejudice.  

In the ice rink, “Two Hundred Million” is like a dancer on dry land, with a slender figure and smooth slidi

ng steps.  

Even better than some association members.  

No, she is not “two hundred million“, she is a “monster“.  

A monster growing crazily on the ice.  

“I wish I was younger,”  

Dane thought.  

Fifteen years old is the peak age group for women’s singles figure skating, and the last Winter Olympic fi

gure skating women’s singles champion was only sixteen years old.  

Hedy is eighteen.  

25 TAN  

Eighteen years old is no problem for active players, but Hedy is a beginner.  

No matter how talented she is, she missed the time period when she could most stimulate her potential.

  

Dane felt sorry.  

He went to work.  

-Today  

is an ordinary day.  

Mona is training for the Winter Olympics.  

Summer is training for the hosts.  

Hedy is training for the women’s figure skating champion.  

The two girls hid in a shady corner and secretly took pictures of Hedy’s wrestling, and then uploaded the

m to the Internet.  

Netizens laughed while puzzled.  

–Why did Hedy suddenly fall in love with figure skating, and it doesn’t hurt to fall like this?  

The sky is getting dark, and an ordinary day is coming to an  

end.  

Mina overtime, Dane came out, intending to  

ituation.  



edy was about to jump up, Dane glared and  

scolded, “What are you doing?”  

11  

Just learning to walk, you want to take off in place, right?  

Don’t be afraid of breaking your ankle directly!  

Figure skating is very dangerous, don’t do it blindly!  

Hedy was stopped by Dane ‘s voice, turned to look at Dane, and frowned slightly,  

“Can’t you feel the knife teeth?”  

She just felt it, and Dane yelled at her for what.  

Dane swallowed the words that were about to blurt out,  

and his old face blushed, “Then, then you continue to feel.”  

It  

scared him to death, and he thought Hedy was going to “ruin” himself.  

The voice fell to the ground, and after feeling the knife- toothed Hedy, a back–and–

out ice jump came directly!  

His body movements were a little stiff, but he landed firmly.  

Dane, “!!”  

What a terrifying talent! “Cough.”  

Dane, who cherishes talent, clenched his fist and coughed lowly,  

“Your talent is good, but your practice method is wrong, and you don’t have basic skills. Even if you succ

eed in this  

17  

jump, it may leave irreversible hidden dangers. Although I  

agreed Mr. King teaches you, but this time is too busy.  

If you want, I can spend one hour before going to work on weekdays and one 

hour after work to guide you. A little more time on  

Saturdays and Sundays.”  

Hedy Nodding, “I am willing.”  

Dane was the number one figure skating player in USA, and won the first and only men’s singles 

gold medal in USA. His strength is beyond doubt.  



A player like him should be a coach of the national team after retirement.  

It is a pity that he has a disease in his leg, so he can only be the president of the association in the end.  

Although he can no longer set foot on the ice rink, the knowledge, skills, and experience in his mind are 

priceless.  

That’s why Preston asked Dane to teach her.  

It was also the reason why she was willing to stay here and wait on the sidelines.  

“Then see you at six tomorrow morning.” Dane limped away.  

-The  

next day, early morning.  

Hedy was taken to the land training room by Dane.  

140 K  

“Food needs to be eaten bite 

by bite, tall buildings need to be built layer by layer, and figure skating can’t be rushed.” Dane said in a s

erious tone,  

“Look in the mirror first, practice jumping on land, get used to turning in the air, and control the center o

f gravity when jumping.  

Difficulty From easy to difficult, first practice half axel, then axel, axel and a half, and axel.”  

Dane stood by, explaining the movements, and occasionally went to the stage to demonstrate 

the movements, but he didn’t really jump.  

He is disabled after all.  

He was also a little worried, whether Hedy could understand what he taught himself.  

After a while, his doubts were dispelled.  

Hedy’s intelligence is beyond his imagination.  

She quickly mastered the technique of jumping and spinning, and her learning ability is amazing.  

Dane froze.  

He originally thought that Hedy would have to practice for at least a day before he could barely master it

.  

As a result, Hedy mastered all of them in less than half an  

hour of practice.  

Let him, the former world champion, find no flaws.  

Summer outside the door was also stunned. She couldn’t  



sleep, and wanted to come to the association to practice. earlier, but saw  

Dane, who refused to teach her, teaching Hedy…  

She clenched her fists.  

Feelings of envy and unwillingness welled up in my heart.  

Inside the door, Dane entered the next link, “Let me explain to you the six ways of jumping in figure skati

ng.”  

There are six jumps in figure skating.  

Namely, back–to–toe jump (T), back–inside loop jump (S), back–outside loop jump (Lo), back–

inside ice jump (F), hook jump (Lz) and axel jump (A).  

At this point, Dane has a hard time.  

Summer carried the bag 

on one shoulder and knocked on the door twice, “President, at this point, if no one demonstrates for He

dy, she will learn more slowly, right?” Dane turned around, “Mona?” ” Can I personally  

Demonstration, but when the president teaches Hedy, he must also bring me.” Mona’s eyes are firm,  

“I want to listen in.”  

Chapter 238 Ice Rink Kiss  

Summer ‘s goal is very clear.  

She, like Hedy, knows Dane ‘s worth.  

Dane thought for a moment, and felt that it was okay to have multiple “auditors“, not to mention that S

ummer is also a “little talent“, if he is willing to demonstrate to Hedy, then let’s demonstrate.  

Teams of two become teams of three.  

Dane is responsible for explaining, Summer is responsible for demonstration, and Hedy is responsible for

 learning.  

It’s time to go to work.  

Dane went to work, Summer prepared for the “host selection” two months later, and Hedy practiced by 

himself.  

The ice rink of the association is divided into several layers, and Hedy and Summer are staggered.  

The two little girls who liked to take sneak shots  

intentionally came to the floor where Hedy was, shooting repeatedly, uploading repeatedly, and laughin

g repeatedly.  

Hedy fell harder because he started practicing axels and double axels.  

This is unavoidable.  



In one of them, Hedy crashed directly into the guard rail of the ice rink and got a nosebleed.  

Netizens don’t understand even more.  

What the hell is Hedy plotting?  

If you like beauty, why don’t you practice dancing?  

How did you get so close to figure skating?  

On the night when the bloody video was uploaded, Preston came to the association with a bad expressio

n on his face.  

He also brought some people to add a layer of cushion to the inner fence of the ice rink to reduce the fo

rce of Hedy’s possible collision in the future.  

Before leaving, he pressed Hedy against the wall, locked his arms in front of him, and leaned over to kiss 

her lips.  

The kiss was quite forceful, with a hint of punishment in it.  

Also quite lingering, affectionate.  

After the kiss, his voice was magnetic and helpless, “Be careful.”  

When I saw it, I would feel distressed.  

“I’ll be careful.” Hedy nodded obediently and assured her, her slightly swollen pink lips were even more 

seductive.  

Preston’s eyes dimmed, and he leaned over to kiss again.  

In the hot scene, Dane and Summer covered their eyes behind their backs,  

“See no evil, see no evil!”  

The kiss ended and Preston left.  

Saturday Sunday.  

Dane is riding a small electric donkey, next to Hedy and Summer running.  

After the morning exercise, Dane asked the two to go to the fitness equipment room to exercise.  

These are a piece of cake for Hedy, no complaints other than sweating.  

Summer didn’t complain, but she was struggling and sweating.  

After all, she is not an ace killer, and she has never experienced more tiring training than this.  

The longer I spent with Hedy, the envy and jealousy in my heart became less and less until they disappea

red.  

Because Hedy is really outrageous!  



Take the hexagon as an example.  

Summer felt that if each corner of the hexagon represented an ability, then he must have 

high toughness, medium. talent, and high skills.  

The last few dots make up a strange irregular pattern of  

26145  

1204  

abilities.  

Hedy is different.  

She filled it all up.  

High toughness, high talent, high skill, high appearance, high understanding, high physical strength.  

Her ability map is a full hexagon.  

This metamorphosis is commonly known as “hexagonal warrior“.  

Dane rejects himself and chooses Hedy, so it should be  

true.  

If she were Dane, she would wish to hang on Hedy and discover all the possibilities of Hedy.  

Half a month turned around and passed away.  

Under the joint teaching of Dane and Summer, Hedy has mastered five double jumps except Axel jump (

A).  

Axel jump is the most special jump in figure skating, and it is also the hardest jump.  

The other jumps are all backwards, so as to leverage strength, and Axel’s jump is forward, and it is half a 

circle longer than other jumps.  

At the same time, the Axel jump is also the jump with the highest score.  

38.44%  

|||  

1 jumps around, 4T, base score 10.3.  

A jumps for four and a half weeks, 4A, with 15 basic points.  

Not to mention looking at the world, but looking at the USA, the only women’s singles player who can ju

mp out of 3A is Mona. Since  

Summer couldn’t jump 3A, he could only settle for the next best 

thing and make up for the advantages in other jumps.  



Dane said, “You try the A jump for a week and a half first.”  

Hedy successfully won it.  

“Two and a half weeks.”  

Hedy took it too.  

She could feel that jumping forward was indeed more strenuous than jumping backward.  

You can use your own body weight to apply force skillfully when jumping back.  

The forward jump rose completely by its own strength.  

“Successful once, beautiful.” Dane liked Hedy more and more, “Try 3A.”  

Hedy slid a few times, got up and turned three and a half times, landed unsteadily, and fell to the groun

d.  

Summer’s eyes were amazed, “Although I failed, I have enough laps, and I can get a little point!”  

 “Practice and practice, and I can jump 3A.” Dane was very happy,  

“Hedy, are you going to develop in a professional direction? You She is very talented, even if she entered

 the industry. late, she is still very strong, and she may be able to participate in the next Winter Olympics

!”  

She is simply a genius born for the ice rink!  

Hedy said lightly, “I want to participate in this Winter Olympics.”  

Dane suddenly realized, “No wonder Mr. King spent 200 million to send you in, you have trained so 

hard, you want to participate in the competition for the selection of places Right?”  

Hedy nodded.  

“With your inhuman level, maybe you can really participate in the trials.” Summer generously extended 

his hand to Hedy,  

“At that time, we will be enemies.”  

Summer is a real person.  

She hates the labeling of women by the public, saying that women are jealous of 

beautiful girls and so on.  

fart!  

There are also many girls who 

meet beautiful sisters and sisters, they just want to get close and protect them.  

62 82%  

12.04  



Hedy is beautiful and powerful, and has a good temper. She really likes it to death.  

Hedy also likes Summer very much.  

She held Summer ‘s hand, tilted her head slightly and smiled, “I won’t release the water then.”  

“It’s not sure who will be the first!” Summer objected.  

It’s time for work.  

Summer and Dane leave.  

Hedy went back to practice on the rink.  

Her next goal is to practice various triple axels.  

The difficulty of the three–week jump is several grades higher than that of the two–week jump.  

Although Hedy wrestled less often, once he wrestled, his strength doubled.  

The little sisters who took the sneak shots continued to shoot secretly, probably because of jealousy, the

y didn’t release the full jump + fall, only edited the fall.  

Hint to the audience, Look, Hedy fell again, and every time he was more embarrassed and ruthless.  

The public does not understand.  

Doesn’t Hedy feel ashamed of herself?  

She is Preston’s girlfriend.  

40 Vouchers  

Who is Preston? A successful man who is gradually controlling the lifeline of the USA economy.  

A man who can represent USA.  

A pride of USA.  

Then a girlfriend of a successful businessman who can represent the 

USA in the world, falls and falls here every day?  

Did Hedy forget that he is still a freshman in the University of Finance and Economics? The daily life of  

a top scorer in the US college entrance examination is to shoot love variety shows 

and wrestle in figure skating?  

Too self–deprecating and too disappointing.  

At the same time, the USA figure skating team made a pre- match promotional video.  

Mona stands firmly in the c position, standing out among a group of handsome men and beautiful wome

n.  



Netizens offered their blessings one after another, “I hope Mona can win the women’s singles champion

ship in this year’s Winter Olympics, come on!”  

Chapter 239 No wonder the first young lady is so precious.  

Mona also has Twitter with more than two million fans.  

I don’t know which netizen who is idle and hurting, went to Mona Twitter to speak,  

“Sister your grandfather and Childe King’s grandfather are comrades–in–

arms, you just look at the face of the two families, hurry up and teach Hedy, don’t let her It’s embarrassi

ng.”  

Mona sneered when she saw the message, but she typed out a polite and kind reply,  

“Sorry, I have to prepare for the Winter Olympics. After the Winter Olympics, there are still a series of ev

ents. I can’t help you.”  

Hedy’s black fans followed up and replied,  

You ‘re busy winning glory for your country, you’re already tired from training every day, and you still wa

nt her to teach figure skating to an idle woman? Is she worthy? / Smile.” The rebellious psychology mad

e black fans start to fry “feast  

cp“, namely, A combination of Preston and Mona.  

If someone retorts 

and says that Preston and Hedy have made an official announcement, this is inappropriate.  

0:00  

  

He said he had a disabled leg, was unable to teach by example, and was busy.  

“Winter Olympics, Winter Olympics, Winter Olympics…” Summer murmured stubbornly, not paying atte

ntion to what was under her feet, and fell down unexpectedly.  

Snapped.  

Hedy, who was trying to spin, fell on the ice and had a sore knee.  

The necklace around his neck hangs in the air.  

The necklace was a gift from Cooper and Preston.  

She lightly held it in her palm, then let go, and got up to continue practicing.  

-The  

next day, it was still dark.  

Dane is as steady as an old dog, taking a two–hour bus to the association to go to work on time.  

Hedy is also as steady as an old dog, practicing on the ice rink. She told  



Dane with practical actions that she is not a three–

minute hotness, and she did not take figure skating as a joke.  

Dane completely restrains prejudice.  

In the ice rink, “Two Hundred Million” is like a dancer on dry land, with a slender figure and smooth slidi

ng steps.  

Even better than some association members.  

No, she is not “two hundred million“, she is a “monster“.  

A monster growing crazily on the ice.  

“I wish I was younger,”  

Dane thought.  

Fifteen years old is the peak age group for women’s singles figure skating, and the last Winter Olympic fi

gure skating women’s singles champion was only sixteen years old.  

Hedy is eighteen.  

25 TAN  

Eighteen years old is no problem for active players, but Hedy is a beginner.  

No matter how talented she is, she missed the time period when she could most stimulate her potential.

  

Dane felt sorry.  

He went to work.  

-Today  

is an ordinary day.  

Mona is training for the Winter Olympics.  

Summer is training for the hosts.  

Hedy is training for the women’s figure skating champion.  

The two girls hid in a shady corner and secretly took pictures of Hedy’s wrestling, and then uploaded the

m to the Internet.  

Netizens laughed while puzzled.  

–Why did Hedy suddenly fall in love with figure skating, and it doesn’t hurt to fall like this?  

The sky is getting dark, and an ordinary day is coming to an  

end.  



Mina overtime, Dane came out, intending to  

ituation.  

Chapter 240  

She was afraid of  

Summer ‘s question, which made Hedy think deeply.  

She has been in contact with figure skating for a short time and her understanding of figure skating is lim

ited.  

And this competition is a Winter Olympics that brings together the world’s top figure skating women’s si

ngles, not a small competition for a school or a province.  

It’s not chess or go, just use your brain to play games.  

If you want to be foolproof, entrusting an internationally renowned figure skating choreographer to chor

eograph is the best choice.  

Dane just limped in, holding a laptop in his hand, and said to Hedy,  

“I asked a choreographer I knew before, and I made a short program and a free skate for you. Take a loo

k  

Half a month A few days ago, Hedy told him that when she was going to participate in the competition, 

he asked someone to arrange a dance for Hedy. Hedy looked at  

Dane in surprise. During this time,  

Dane not only put off unimportant things, freed up more time every day 

to teach her, but also asked someone to help her choreograph?  

Dane was uncomfortable being looked at by Hedy, and touched his nose, “I can’t take Mr. King’s 200 mill

ion in vain, can’t you come and  

see? But watch me go up.” “Look.” Hedy’s red lips slightly  

hooked, Come to the notebook to watch the choreography.  

Summer also came over and exclaimed after watching it, “This choreography is so beautiful, let’s try it?”  

Hedy slid into the ice rink and tried the short program first.  

The difficulty of the short program was just right for Hedy.  

The jump with the highest number of revolutions is the triple axel.  

After/skating the short program, Hedy took a break and tried the free skating.  

The highest difficulty of free skating is also three weeks.  

“You’re a devil, you’ll be fine after reading it once.” Summer couldn’t complain.  



The existence of Hedy is to remind her all the time, the gap between mortals and geniuses.  

Hedy didn’t feel the joy of being praised, she said firmly, “I want to replace all the triples in the choreogr

aphy with quadruples.”  

Quadruples add more points.  

“You really don’t intend to leave me alive.” Summer smiled helplessly.  

Quadruple jump is her forte, Hedy learns quadruple jump, she has no advantage.  

A ray of apology flashed in Hedy’s eyes.  

She knew Summer ‘s dream, and she was also qualified to be selected by the host.  

Summer thought for a while, and said in a serious tone, “In order to prevent you from falling into a veget

ative state during the quadruple jump, I can teach you the technique.”  

She is the only quadruple jumper in the association.  

At that moment just now, she thought that if Hedy didn’t make a sound and let Hedy practice 

by himself, it would be very slow if there was no one to guide him.  

Hedy may not be able to learn quadruple jumps–before the competition.  

If you are unlucky, you may be injured and sent to the hospital.  

In this way, she can beat Hedy and participate in the Winter Olympics.  

They are enemies, rivals.  

There is no problem doing so.  

But…  

I can’t get over my conscience.  

The danger of a quadruple jump is far greater than that of a triple jump.  

“Thank you.” Hedy thanked him sincerely.  

“It’s not sincere to thank me verbally.” Summer rolled her eyes, very cute, “When you marry into a 

wealthy family, just give me a thigh hug.”  

There are two months before the Winter Olympics.  

There is still one month before the association qualifying competition.  

During this month, apart from  

learning quadruple jumps from  

Summer on the underground ice rink, Hedy 

also practiced short programs and free skating. Summer has also grown a lot.  



She and Hedy are each other’s little masters, learning from each other’s strengths and making progress t

ogether.  

Dane saw it in his eyes, happy in his heart, but also a little sad,  

“The current skills of the two 

of you are no worse than that of the national team’s Mona, the USA figure skating women’s singlès light.

”  

Both of them have the qualifications for the Winter Olympics. ability.  

But there is only one place.  

The other one is destined not to go.  

Summer slid over to take a break, and joked, “Why don’t you tell the national team to let me play with H

edy?”  

Dane glared, “I don’t have that much power.”  

Hedy was still skating inside. While watching,  

Summer lowered her voice, “I probably won’t be able to go to the Winter Olympics.”  

Hedy’s quadruple jump was higher and farther than hers, and the error – rate was less.  

“No.” 

Dane shook his head, “Didn’t you find out that Hedy’s free skating is poor in artistic performance?”  

The short program mainly tests skills.  

The free skating is where the real strength of the players is compared.  

There are two scoring systems for figure skating, namely technique and artistic expression.  

Hedy can fill up the technical points, but the artistic expression is too poor.  

“Is it bad? I feel fine?” Summer couldn’t see the way.  

Hedy’s free skate, the selection is “Anna Karenina“.  

This is a tragic love story. In the end, the heroine will commit suicide in the closet and die at the station.  

Under the light, Hedy Susan raised her head, her eyelids were half- drowned, her eyelids left shadows, a

nd her beautiful face was full of sadness.  

Summer always thought this scene was beautiful. Reminded  

by Dane, his pupils narrowed slightly, “I think I know where the problem is.”  

Hedy’s Anna is so perfect.  

The almost perfect sadness, but a little more false, like a mass- produced commodity on the assembly lin

e  



“She is a person who is not good at 

expressing her inner feelings. She is only good at disguising, but real emotions cannot be disguised.”  

Dane directly hit the fatal point with sharp eyes.  

He had seen Hedy’s profile.  

In “Bright Star”, she has everything from a female president to a  

cheerleader.  

But whether it’s sweet or lively, it’s all superficial.  

It mainly depends on dance moves and song melody. When  

Hedy participated in the movie ” Morning “, he also presented the role setting through expressions and l

ines.  

It’s different when it comes to figure skating.  

She can’t sing, she can’t speak her lines, her facial expressions, and she can’t play a key role.  

She can only express her inner feelings through the limbs of her body, and cannot use external objects.  

Limbs are her heart.  

Her reason told her body to look sad.  

Her soul is repelling..  

While she was playing Anna, she didn’t want to be Anna.  

If you are unwilling to show your true heart, you will not be able to show enough rendering power to dri

ve the emotions of referees and audiences.  

This is Hedy’s shortcoming.  

“Is it difficult for her to express her inner feelings?” Dane asked in a puzzled tone,  

“Is she shy, low self–esteem, sensitive, or… afraid?”  

Summer shook her head.  

The question was a bit philosophical, and she didn’t understand it.  

On the other side, Hedy finished the free skate and slid in front of them.  

“Hedy, if you are still in this state on the day of the competition, you will not be able to go to the Winter 

Olympics, no matter how good your skills are, and no matter how strong you are.”  

Dane nodded his heart, “Your rendering The strength is too bad, if you can’t even move yourself, why 

do you want to move the audience and the referee?”  

He didn’t expect that it was this reason that limited Hedy in the end.  



Hedy pursed his lips.  

She thought her performance was good enough, but in Dane’s eyes, it was so bad.  

Still not like enough? 

 


